Vision Cyto® Assist
Cytologist’s workplace

Organization and interpretation
of cytological examinations

Workflow automation and standardization. Improved quality and increased
productivity. Time efficiency.

Automatic field of view selection
Creation of cytology sample gallery
Pre-set algorithm for cytology
analysis
Validation of sample analysis according
to pre-set algorithm
Pre-set cytological album
for diagnosis reference

A pre-set algorithm for cytology analysis

Hints from the atlas

An irreplaceable assistant offers a standardized algorithm
for the cytological examination. Raise the quality of cytological
examinations to a new level.

Develop your professional expertise
by creating and maintaining
an atlas. Add images with
comments for later reference.

Main characteristics

Convenient organization
and professional tools

A pre-set algorithm
for cytology analysis

Hints from the atlas

Convenient work with digital samples.
Find a required object on the cytology
sample in video mode, and capture its
perfectly crisp digital image.

An irreplaceable assistant
offers a standardized algorithm
for the cytological examination. Raise
the quality of cytological examinations
to a new level.

Develop your professional expertise
by creating and maintaining an atlas.
Add images with comments for later
reference.

Remote access and network
capabilities

Laboratory Information
System

Additional modules

Vision Cyto® Remote
Distant access to analysis results.
Remote consultations and expert
opinions. Remote supervision
and monitoring. Remote validation
of results.

Vision Cyto® LIS
Possibility of bi-directional
communication with LIS. Receiving
tasks from LIS, automatic transfer
of analysis parameters to LIS.

Vision Cyto® Body Fluids
Count and study of cells in human
body fluids.

Vision Cyto® Network
A single information environment.

Vision Sperm Sediment®
Cytologic analysis of sperm sediment
for analysis of latent trichomoniasis,
fungal, HPV infections, disbiosis
and etc.
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